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Overview

The HELIOS spectrometer as a tool for nuclear astrophysics 

• Nucleosynthesis => Direct reactions with RI beams 

• Why the solenoidal spectrometer solution? 

• HELIOS at ATLAS, so far 

• Challenges and opportunities

 www.anl.gov/phy/helical-orbit-spectrometer

https://www.anl.gov/phy/helical-orbit-spectrometer


Radioactive beams

⇒ radioactive ion beams 
⇒ reaction studies 
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 Nuclei involved in the rp-, p-, and s-process M. S. Smith and K. E. Rehm, Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 51, 91 (2001)



Nuclear structure with RI beams
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•single-par5cles	states;	
shell	structure	evolu5on,	

•pair	correla5ons	with	two-
nucleon	transfer	e.g.	(p,t),	
(t,p),	

•collec5vity,	β	decay,	
moments,	Coulomb	
excita5on,	(list	reac5ons	
aIer	all	of	these)	

•Clustering,	np	pairing,	test	
ab-ini5o	methods	...	etc.

Well	understood	mechanisms	
Direct	connec1on	between	the	ini1al	and	final	states,	highly	selec1ve

~10 MeV/u (3-20 MeV/u), >104 pps (stable and radioactive)

Reaction studies

Reactions used as a tool in 
nuclear astrophysics: 

• Populate states / determine 
E, jπ 

• Cross sections ➞ rates 

• Cross section ➞ overlaps 

• Exploit mirror systems

 Figure inspired by B. B. Back



• Particle identification, ΔE-E 
techniques at low energies 

• Energy dependence with respect 
to laboratory angle 

• Kinematic compression at 
forward c.m. angles 

• Typically leading to poor resolution 
(100s of keV) 

• … and beams a few to 106 orders of 
magnitude weaker
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In contrast to normal kinematics

Kinematics: normal vs. inverse



Kinematics: normal vs. inverse (resolution)

S. J. FREEMAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 96, 054325 (2017)

TABLE I. List of laboratory angles at which mea-
surements were made for each of the reactions used.
Due to target problems, data were not measured for the
98Mo(3He,d) reaction at 14◦ and 22◦.

Reaction Laboratory angles

(p,d) 6◦, 18◦, 31◦, 40◦

(d,p) 8◦, 18◦, 27◦, 33◦

(3He,α) 10◦, 15◦, 20◦, 25◦

(3He,d) 6◦, 10◦, 14◦, 18◦, 22◦

the angular distributions and the differences in cross section
assisted some of the ℓ assignments, as discussed below.

Given the large number of cross-section measurements
made to states populated over a range of several MeV in
excitation, in four different reactions at several angles and
on four different targets, the state-by-state cross-section data
is given in the Supplemental Material [46].

A. Neutron transfer reactions

The neutron-removal reactions, (3He,α) and (p,d), were
carried out with beams of 3He ions at an energy of 36 MeV

FIG. 1. Spectra of protons from the (d,p) reaction on targets of
98Mo, 100Mo, 100Ru, and 102Ru at a laboratory angle of 8◦ as a function
of the excitation energy in the residual nucleus. The portions of the
spectra to the right of the dotted line have been scaled up by a factor
of five. The broader peaks that appear in these spectra are reactions
on light target contaminants, the strongest of which are marked by an
asterisk.

and protons at 24 MeV, respectively. The (d,p) neutron-adding
reaction was also performed using a deuteron beam at 15 MeV.
Data were recorded up to excitation energies of at least 3 MeV
in each residual nucleus. For the (d,p) and (p,d) reactions, this
was achieved using three different magnet settings, arranged
so that the subsequent spectra overlapped in excitation by at
least 100 keV. The lower dispersion associated with the magnet
settings for the (3He,α) reaction enabled data to be recorded
at one magnet setting. Figures 1, 2, and 3 show typical energy
spectra of outgoing ions from these reactions. The spectra were
calibrated using previously observed strongly populated final
states [49– 52].

Excitation energies were estimated to be accurate to better
than ∼ 3 keV for the (d,p) reaction and around ∼ 2 keV for the
(p,d) reaction. For the (3He,α) reaction, low-lying states are
accurate to ∼ 5 keV, rising to ∼ 10 keV at the higher excitation
energies measured. Typical energy resolutions obtained were
∼ 30 keV FWHM for (3He,α) and ∼ 8 keV FWHM for (p,d)
and (d,p) reactions.

Peaks corresponding to reactions on carbon and oxygen
target contaminants are present in the (d,p) spectra with
larger widths than those from the main target material due to
their larger kinematic shift. These contaminant peaks obscured
groups of interest at some angles, but the difference in their
kinematic shifts meant that angles were always available where

FIG. 2. Spectra of deuterons from the (p,d) reaction on targets
of 98Mo, 100Mo, 100Ru, and 102Ru at a laboratory angle of 6◦ as a
function of the excitation energy in the residual nucleus. The portions
of the spectra to the right of the dotted line have been scaled up by a
factor of five.
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 e.g. A. M. Laird et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 032502 (2013)

 e.g. R. Talwar et al., Phys. Rev. C 93, 055803 (2016)

 e.g. S. J. Freeman et al., Phys. Rev. C 96, 054325 (2017)

been measured directly by Bardayan et al. [13] and
Beer et al. [5].

The situation regarding the J! ¼ 3=2þ states is less clear.
Two states at 8 and 38 keV Ecm were first observed by Utku
et al. [11] via the 19Fð3He; tÞ19Ne reaction. They were both
tentatively assigned to be J! ¼ 3=2þ but no explanation for
thiswas given.A compilation byNesaraja et al. [6] states that
these assignments are based on similarities in excitation
energy and the small energy shift expected compared to
analog states in the mirror nucleus, 19F.

Recent results using the 18Fðd; nÞ19Ne reaction [14], how-
ever, suggest that these assignments may be incorrect. The
8 keV resonance was observed and the measured angular
distribution indicated a J! assignment of 1=2% , 3=2% , or
5=2% [14,15]. However, the 38 keV resonance was not
observed. Crucially, if the 8 keV resonance is not considered
to be 3=2þ then the argument regarding mirror states, made
in Ref. [6], no longer applies, and the J! of the 38 keV
resonance is experimentally unconstrained. A subthreshold
state observed at % 122 keV (Ex ¼ 6:289 MeV) was con-
sidered to be either a 1=2þ or 3=2þ state. Although this state
is far below the proton threshold and not broad enough to
contribute directly, a 3=2þ assignment would lead to inter-
ference with the broad 3=2þ resonance at 665 keV.

It follows that the cross section in the region between the
proton threshold and the 330 keV resonance, and thus the
18Fðp;"Þ15O reaction rate at nova temperatures, is now
poorly constrained. Improved spectroscopic information is
needed, particularly on the location of the crucial J! ¼
3=2þ states, to allow the possible effects of interference on
the reaction rate to be determined. Moreover, the experi-
mental approach adopted must not only populate these
states but must also provide sufficient resolution to sepa-
rate states assumed to be only 30 keVapart. Of the studies
performed to date, only that of Utku et al. [11] provided
clean population of the states of interest with resolution
close to that required. As the original tentative 3=2þ

assignments also arose from that work, a remeasurement
allows these assignments to be reevaluated.

In this Letter, we report a study of the level structure of
19Ne through the 19Fð3He; tÞ19Ne reaction. The reaction was
studied at the Maier-Leibnitz-Laboratorium (MLL) in
Garching, Germany, using the same method and equipment
previously reported in Ref. [16]. A 25 MeV beam of 3He2þ

ions was delivered to the target position of a quadrupole-
dipole-dipole-dipole magnetic spectrograph [17]. Targets
included a 50 #g=cm2 CaF2 deposited upon a 7 #g=cm2

foil of enriched 12C, and a 25 #g=cm2 aluminum foil.
Measurements were made at spectrograph laboratory angles
between 10& and 50&. Tritons from (3He, t) reactions on
contaminants, including 12C and 16O, were excluded from
the focal-plane detector [18] by virtue of their Q values.

Figure 1 shows triton position spectra at angles of 10&

and 20&. These spectra were analyzed using least-squares
fits of multiple Gaussian or exponentially modified

Gaussian functions with a constant background. Peak
widths were fixed to ' 14 keV FWHM based on fits of
isolated peaks in the spectra. Figure 2 shows partial focal-
plane spectra at 15&, 20&, and 30&, highlighting our obser-
vation of three states between 6.4 and 6.5 MeV.
At each angle the focal plane was calibrated using

well-resolved, known states in 27Si [19,20], with 4:2<
Exð27SiÞ< 5:5 MeV, populated via the 27Alð3He; tÞ
reaction. Second-degree polynomial fits of triton

FIG. 1. Raw focal-plane triton spectra at $lab¼ 10& (a) and
20& (b). Excitation energies are labeled in keV.

FIG. 2 (color online). Partial raw focal-plane triton spectrum at
$lab¼ 15& (a), 20& (b), and 30& (c). At 15&, the overall best fit
(red) and three constituent Gaussian peaks (blue) are shown for
the states within Ex ¼ 6:4– 6:5 MeV.
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PROBING ASTROPHYSICALLY IMPORTANT STATES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 93, 055803 (2016)
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FIG. 2. Background-subtracted spectrum showing 26Mg peaks
coming from the (α,α′) measurement at a spectrometer angle of 0.45◦.
All energies are in MeV. The red dashed lines represent the individual
peaks.

determined for the well-known low-lying states populated in
26Mg [77] via the 25Mg(α,3He) reaction [68], in 20Ne [78]
via the 16O(6Li ,d) reaction [75], and in 24Mg [79] via
the 20Ne(6Li ,d) reaction [76]. Using these peaks, mainly
linear calibration functions with small quadratic terms were
established that allowed identification of 26Mg peaks with
ranges Ex = 7.69–12.06 MeV at 0.45◦, 4.1◦, 8.6◦, and 11.1◦ in
the (α,α′) measurement (Fig. 2) and Ex = 7.36–11.32 MeV at
0◦ and 10◦ in the (6Li ,d) measurement (Fig. 4). The results for
the excitation energies were determined by taking a weighted
average of the energies measured at different angles. The errors
associated with these energies were computed as a quadratic
combination of the statistical error [3–8 keV for (α,α′)
measurement and 12–30 keV for (6Li ,d) measurement] arising
from uncertainties in energy loss calculations using SRIM [80]
and the number of counts in the peak, and the systematic error
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FIG. 4. Background subtracted spectrum showing 26Mg peaks
coming from the 0◦ (6Li ,d) measurement. All energies are in MeV.
The red dashed lines represent the individual peaks.

(5–10 keV for both measurements) arising from uncertainties
in energy calibration, target inhomogeneities, and reaction
angle determinations.

The observed excitation energies are presented in four
tables: (i) energy levels measured in the present work along
with the adopted values in Table I; (ii) energy levels below
the α threshold (10614.75(3) keV [62]) in Table II; (iii) energy
levels above the α threshold (10614.75(3) keV [62]) and below
the neutron threshold (11093.09(4) keV [62]) in Table III; and
(iv) energy levels above the neutron threshold (11093.09(4)
keV [62]) in Table IV. In the last three tables, the observed
levels were compared with previous results.

B. Angular distribution analysis

The angular distributions in the present work were studied
using the general purpose inelastic coupled channel code
called PTOLEMY [81] for (α,α′) and the state-of-the-art code
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FIG. 3. Left: Background spectrum arising from Aramid (6Li ,d) measurement. The red solid line represents the total fit comprising the
arctangent function used to describe the background. Right:26Mg peaks coming from the 0◦ (6Li ,d) measurement. The red solid line represents
the total fit comprising the Gaussian function for the 26Mg peaks plus the arctangent function for the Aramid background
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Necessities: complex Si arrays, high intrinsic resolution, high angular granularity, low 
thresholds, large acceptance, often coincident gamma-ray detection, e.g., MUST-2 (GANIL), T-REX 
(ISOLDE), SHARC (TRIUMF), ORRUBA (ORNL), TIARA (GANIL), TUDA (TRIUMF), etc.

Kinematics: normal vs. inverse

 R. L. Kozub et al., PRL 109, 172501 (2012), H. Y. Lee et al., PRC 81, 015802 (2010), J. R. Tomlinson[Kay] et al., PRL 115, 052702 (2015)

130Sn(d,p)131Sn

As mentioned above, the ‘ ¼ 1, 3p3=2 and 3p1=2 single

neutron states are of particular importance for DC in the r
process, as this typically involves the capture of an s-wave
neutron followed by an E1 !-ray transition. In this Letter,
results from the first experiment to investigate directly the
single particle properties of states in 131Sn are reported, and
direct-semidirect (n,!) cross section calculations based on
those data are presented.

The experimental technique has been described earlier
[9] and is essentially identical to that used for the (d,p)
study of doublymagic 132Sn [8]. A radioactive beamof 630-
MeV 130Sn ions (4:8 MeV=u ), accelerated at the Holifield
Radioactive Ion Beam Facility at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), bombarded an 80 "g=cm2-thick
ðCD2Þn foil. In order to detect protons near 90$ in
the laboratory, the target surface was placed at 30$ with
respect to the beam axis, so the effective areal density was
’ 160 "g=cm2. The beam intensity was % 2 & 105 ions=s.
Reaction products were detected with arrays of silicon strip
detectors, including an early implementation of the Oak
Ridge Rutgers University Barrel Array (ORRUBA) [10]
and the ORNL Silicon Detector Array [11]. [The Silicon
Detector Array was mounted at large laboratory angles
(small center-of-mass angles) to detect protons from
possible ‘ ¼ 0 transitions, but no evidence for such tran-
sitions was observed.] The ORRUBA consisted of ten
1000-"m-thick position sensitive silicon strip detectors,
plus four thinner !E detectors that were used to form
detector telescopes for the more forward angles. Mounted
downstream from these arrays were (in order) an annular
silicon strip detector, a carbon-foil-microchannel plate de-
tector, and a segmented-anode ion counter. These detectors
were used for beam diagnostics. Coincidence signals from
particles detected in the silicon arrays and the beamlike
recoils striking the microchannel plate detector served to
reduce the background from other, non-(d,p) processes.
Proton loci from the inverse (d,p) reaction were identified
in the energy-versus-angle event spectra by comparison to
calculated kinematics lines. Cross section normalization
was achieved by detecting elastically scattered deuterons
with theORRUBAat relatively small center-of-mass angles
(33$–38$), where the ratio to Rutherford scattering is in the
range 0.92–0.99, and comparing to optical model calcula-
tions. The estimated uncertainty in normalization is 10%.
Corrections for energy loss in the target were made for both
the beam and the emitted protons. Excitation energies in
131Sn were deduced by using as a calibration known states
excited via the 2Hð132Sn;pÞ133Sn reaction [8] with the same
detectors and target. Thisworked quitewell, as the ranges of
reaction Q values overlap nicely for the two experiments.
However, the absence of clear evidence for any previously
known levels in 131Sn necessitated the inclusion of uncer-
tainties in the masses of all the isotopes involved in the
calibration (130–133Sn) in determining the errors for the
131Sn excitation energies. This contribution is about

30 keV [12,13] and we estimate an excitation energy un-
certainty of ' 50 keV.
A Q-value spectrum from a forward-angle strip detector

is shown in Fig. 1. This spectrum is remarkably similar to
that acquired in the (d,p) reaction study on doubly magic
132Sn [8], in which the lowest strong state was the 133Sn
ground state, which has most of the 2f7=2 single particle
strength. In both experiments, four strong proton groups
are observed, presumably corresponding to single particle
2f7=2, 3p3=2, 3p1=2, and 2f5=2 states, and the level spacings
are about the same in the two residual nuclei (Fig. 2). The
excitation energy range is % 2:6–4:7 MeV in 131Sn. Prior to
the present work, none of these levels had been reported. It
is interesting to note that the lowest strong state in 131Sn
is close to where the 2f7=2 single particle state is expected
(% 2:8 MeV), based on a simple weak coupling calculation
[14]. The angular distribution data (Fig. 3) indicate the
level at 2.6 MeV is indeed consistent with an ‘ ¼ 3 angular
momentum transfer. Furthermore, the angular distributions
for the 3.4- and 4.0-MeV groups are both consistent with
‘ ¼ 1 transfers, suggesting that the order of single particle
levels is probably similar to that in 133Sn. On this basis, the
4.7-MeV group is tentatively assigned (5=2( ), even though
the angular distribution is not sufficiently definitive to rule
out other possibilities. The dotted curves in Fig. 3 are 2f7=2
and 2f5=2 calculations for the 3404- and 3986-keV levels,
respectively (both with S¼ 1:00), to illustrate the strong
preference at small angles for ‘ ¼ 1 assignments for these
states. The experimental results for 131Sn are summarized
in Table I. The spectroscopic factors listed in Table I can be

FIG. 1 (color online). Q-value spectrum of protons from a
forward-angle strip detector of the ORRUBA, covering labora-
tory angles between about 69$ and 90$. Approximate 131Sn
excitation energies, assumed spins and parities, and nominal
position of the unobserved ground state are also shown. The
strong peak region is fitted with four Gaussians of equal width,
for which the #2 per degree of freedom is 1.46. The background
in the low Q-value region (low proton energies) is owing mostly
to setting analysis thresholds close to detector noise levels.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Particle
identification spectra with 11,12B
beams. Panels (a) and (c) show plots
of "E versus E from the forward
recoil detectors and panels (b) and
(d) show excitation energy spectra
for 12B and 13B. The solid histogram
in panel (b) is obtained by selecting
events within the solid circle in panel
(a) (i.e., recoiling 12B from the (d,p)
reaction). The hatched histogram is
obtained by selecting events within
the dashed circle (i.e., recoiling 11B
from the (d,p)12B(n)11B). Panels (c)
and (d) show the same as described
for panels (a) and (b) only for the 12B
beam.

code PTOLEMY [27]. The optical-model parameters for these
calculations are summarized in Table I.

The minima in the ℓ = 0 angular distributions are smeared
out by the angular resolution, which is indicated by the
horizontal error bars in Fig. 2. For the 1.674-MeV state,
the calculated DWBA cross section was also averaged over
the same angular bins as the data to check the comparison

in the region of the 22◦ minimum in the calculation (dash-
dotted line). The averaging has only a small effect, and the ex-
tracted spectroscopic factor is the same as that extracted from
the unaveraged curve, within the measurement uncertainty.
Also, the doublet at 2.621 and 2.723 MeV was unresolved
within our Q-value resolution, so the DWBA curve was
calculated for the sum of both transitions with previously
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The proton background in the energy range of the
23Naðα; p0Þ protons comes from fusion evaporation reac-
tions of the beam on carbon and oxygen on the entrance
window that built up over the course of the experiment. A
second source of background protons arose from protons
elastically scattered by the beam, from water on the
entrance window. These protons dominate the background
in the lower energy range, where the 23Naðα; p1Þ and
23Naðα; p2Þ protons lie.
Data were taken on an empty gas target at regular

intervals, for each energy, allowing for a background
subtraction of the above mentioned protons. The gas out
data were scaled to the gas in data using the higher energy
fusion evaporation protons and then subtracted. The data
were also scaled using total beam intensity for gas out
and gas in data to confirm that the same yield within error
was obtained. An example of the scaling can be seen in the
inset of Fig. 2(b) along with some examples of subtracted

spectra. The background subtraction was performed both
by fitting the data and by subtracting scaled spectra, and
both methods resulted in the same yield within error.
It can be seen in Fig. 2(a) that at lower energies the p1

proton energies do not match the Monte Carlo simulation.
The 23Naðα; p1Þ and 23Naðα; p2Þ cross sections have only
been extracted at higher energies where much shorter runs
meant that the amount of water on the entrance window
remained relatively constant and so scaling and subtraction
of fusion evaporation and elastically scattered protons was
viable.
The extracted yields were corrected for the dead time of

the data acquisition system, and the detection efficiency of
the detectors, calculated from the Monte Carlo simulation
assuming an isotropic distribution in the center of mass.
Where there was sufficient yield to extract angular dis-
tributions, these were consistent with this assumption,
although the uncertainty on the angle is large due to the
geometry of the target. The uncertainty in the cross section
is dominated by the range of solid angles covered by the
detectors due to the depth of the target, which takes into
account the unknown reaction vertex.
Cross sections are shown in Table I. At energies where

protons from the p0, p1, and p2 channels were observed
the total cross section is calculated as a sum of the cross
sections to these channels. It is worth noting that at the
higher energies the p2 channel is comparable and some-
times greater than the p0 channel. The total cross section at
lower energies was calculated by multiplying the p0 cross
section by the ratio of ptot=p0 from the SMARAGD [18] HF
cross section calculations since this ratio matches
the ptot=p0 ratio calculated in this work at higher energies.
The cross sections are shown in Fig. 3, and compared to the
NON-SMOKER as well as the SMARAGD [18] cross section
calculations.
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gas in data is shown in the inset in (b).
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the present results, an average value of 45þ19
−17 μeV for the

strength of the 188.9(6) keV resonance [18] and strong
resonances at 276.3(4) and 368.5(4) keV in 27Si [33]
(resonance energies are taken from Ref. [32]). It is clear
from Fig. 4 that the 127 keV resonance now dominates the
reaction over almost the entire temperature range of WR
stars and AGB stars (T ∼ 0.04–0.10 GK). Furthermore,
by significantly constraining the proton spectroscopic
factor for the 127 keV resonance compared to the full
range considered in Parikh et al. [15], we conclude that
its contribution in novae environments is likely to be
negligible.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that for the region immediately
above ∼0.1 GK, corresponding to the lower temperature
range for hydrogen burning in novae, the 189 keV reso-
nance (7652 keV excitation energy), is the strongest single
contributing state to 26Al destruction. Lotay et al. [18]
paired this state with a mirror analog level at 7948 keV in
27Al [23], with angular distribution measurements of γ
decays giving a clear 11=2 spin assignment for the
7652 keV level in 27Si. The angular distribution and
ADWA fit for the 7948(3) keV excited state in 27Al is
shown in Fig. 3(c). As can be seen, the angular distribution
is well fitted by a pure l ¼ 1 transfer with C2S (l ¼ 1) of
0.14(3) and is inconsistent with l ¼ 0, 2 transfer, support-
ive of an 11=2− assignment. Such high values for C2S for
negative parity states at high excitation energies in sd-shell
nuclei have been associated with relatively pure single
particle configurations [34]. Using this value to obtain
an implied strength for the 189 keV resonance gives
52ð11Þ μeV, which is in excellent agreement with the
two direct measurements of 55(9) [16] and 35ð7Þ μeV [17].
In summary, we have performed a high-resolution study

of the 26Alðd; pÞ27Al transfer reaction in inverse kinematics
and have, for the first time, placed experimental constraints
on the proton spectroscopic factor C2S of the key 127 keV
resonance in the 26gAlðp; γÞ27Si reaction. This has resulted
in stringent restrictions on the rate at which this reaction
occurs and clearly points to the dominant role of the
127 keV resonance in the destruction of the cosmic γ-
ray emitting isotope 26Al in Wolf-Rayet and AGB stars. In
order to reduce further uncertainties in the reaction, we
would encourage a 26Alð3He; dÞ27Si study to obtain a direct
measurement of the proton spectroscopic factor of the
127 keV resonance in 27Si.

FIG. 3. Angular distributions together with ADWA fits
for excited states in 27Al at (a) 3004(2), (b) 7806(3), and
(c) 7948(3) keV. The dominant systematic uncertainty in
extracting cross sections relates to errors involved in determining
the initial target thickness.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Contribution of individual resonances to
the 26gAlðp; γÞ27Si stellar reaction rate. Resonance energies in
keV are given on the right-hand side of the figure. The errors on
the energies and strengths of resonances used to derive the
reaction rates are given in the text. As discussed in the text, the
contribution of the 68 keV resonance represents an upper limit.
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configuration dominated by l ¼ 0 transfer [31]. This
distribution is, indeed, well reproduced by the ADWA
calculation with pure l ¼ 0 transfer and a high spectro-
scopic factor, C2S ¼ 0.49ð2Þ. Figure 3(b) shows the
angular distribution for the 9=2þ 7806ð3Þ keV state, which
corresponds to the mirror analog of the 127 keV resonance
at an excitation energy of 7590 keV in 27Si [18]. From
comparison with TWOFNR calculations, it is evident that the
most forward angle component is predominantly l ¼ 0
transfer, while an additional l ¼ 2 component is required
in order to accurately reproduce the full distribution at less
forward angles. A best fit is obtained combining l ¼ 0 and
2 transfers with C2S (l ¼ 0) of 9.3ð19Þ × 10−3 and C2S
(l ¼ 2) of 6.8ð14Þ × 10−2 for the 7806 keV state (errors
quoted on spectroscopic factors represent experimental
uncertainties). This is significantly higher than the upper
limit of 2.2 × 10−3 [19] for l ¼ 0 proton capture to the

7590 resonant state in 27Si in the 26Alð3He; dÞ27Si study of
Vogelaar et al. [19]. However, we note that Parikh et al.
[15] point out that the experimental limit of C2S (l ¼ 0)
may be compatible with values up to a maximum of ∼11 ×
10−3 for the 7590 keV state in 27Si when the smallest
scattering angle is discarded from the Vogelaar et al.
data [19]. The present result is, therefore, within the upper
range of the value suggested by Parikh et al. [15], and
using a C2S (l ¼ 0) of 9.3ð19Þ × 10−3 implies a strength
of 0.025ð5Þ μeV for the 127 keV resonance in the
26gAlðp; γÞ27Si reaction (the error quoted for the strength
represents a statistical error; there is also an uncertainty of
∼20% associated with possible differences between
spectroscopic factors of analog states). It should be noted
that in the energy region of interest for the 7806 keV level
in 27Al, there are two potential excited states at 7790.4(7)
[32] and 7798(2) keV [23], which have been pre-
viously assigned as 5=2þ and 3=2þ, respectively [32].
We performed a detailed fit analysis of the 7806 keV
peak and looked for potential excess counts contribut-
ing to the differential cross section around the energy
region 7790 and 7798 keV. We found that the peak was
entirely consistent with a single-state structure at an
energy of 7806(3) keV, in agreement with the value of
7807.2(10) keV reported in the γ-ray spectroscopy study of
27Al by Lotay et al. [32]. This indicates there is no
significant contribution to the observed differential cross
section for the 7806 keV state from these two neighboring
excited levels. The 7790 keV state in 27Al has been
assigned to a mirror analog in 27Si, corresponding to a
5=2þ resonance at 68 keV in the 26gAlðp; γÞ27Si reaction
[32]. Based on the analysis above, we set an upper limit for
C2S (l ¼ 2) of 1.6× 10−2, corresponding to a resonance
strength of ωγ < 8 × 10−10 μeV.
Figure 4 shows the contributions of individual resonan-

ces to the 26gAlðp; γÞ27Si stellar reaction rate, incorporating
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FIG. 1. Excitation energy spectrum of 27Al obtained from the 26gAlðd; pÞ transfer reaction at θc:m: ∼ 0.5°–12°. Fusion-evaporated
protons from reactions on carbon in the target produce a continuous background distribution. This is subtracted in the determination of
cross sections.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Expanded view of the excitation energy
spectrum showing astrophysically important mirror states in the
energy region Ex ¼ 7700–8200 keV. The green line shows a
cumulative fit to the data. The red lines indicate the individual fits
for the 7948, 7997, and 8043 keV levels with fixed peak widths,
and the background is displayed by the dotted line.
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Q-value resolution of 40 keV FWHM

If conditions are favorable ...
• Beam: 6 MeV/u, 1pnA 

(6.25×109 pps) 
• Target: 50 μg/cm2 
• Highly idealized setup, 

afforded by very intense 
26Al beam at TRIUMF 

• Place detectors far way 
• Annular Si detectors
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configuration dominated by l ¼ 0 transfer [31]. This
distribution is, indeed, well reproduced by the ADWA
calculation with pure l ¼ 0 transfer and a high spectro-
scopic factor, C2S ¼ 0.49ð2Þ. Figure 3(b) shows the
angular distribution for the 9=2þ 7806ð3Þ keV state, which
corresponds to the mirror analog of the 127 keV resonance
at an excitation energy of 7590 keV in 27Si [18]. From
comparison with TWOFNR calculations, it is evident that the
most forward angle component is predominantly l ¼ 0
transfer, while an additional l ¼ 2 component is required
in order to accurately reproduce the full distribution at less
forward angles. A best fit is obtained combining l ¼ 0 and
2 transfers with C2S (l ¼ 0) of 9.3ð19Þ × 10−3 and C2S
(l ¼ 2) of 6.8ð14Þ × 10−2 for the 7806 keV state (errors
quoted on spectroscopic factors represent experimental
uncertainties). This is significantly higher than the upper
limit of 2.2 × 10−3 [19] for l ¼ 0 proton capture to the

7590 resonant state in 27Si in the 26Alð3He; dÞ27Si study of
Vogelaar et al. [19]. However, we note that Parikh et al.
[15] point out that the experimental limit of C2S (l ¼ 0)
may be compatible with values up to a maximum of ∼11 ×
10−3 for the 7590 keV state in 27Si when the smallest
scattering angle is discarded from the Vogelaar et al.
data [19]. The present result is, therefore, within the upper
range of the value suggested by Parikh et al. [15], and
using a C2S (l ¼ 0) of 9.3ð19Þ × 10−3 implies a strength
of 0.025ð5Þ μeV for the 127 keV resonance in the
26gAlðp; γÞ27Si reaction (the error quoted for the strength
represents a statistical error; there is also an uncertainty of
∼20% associated with possible differences between
spectroscopic factors of analog states). It should be noted
that in the energy region of interest for the 7806 keV level
in 27Al, there are two potential excited states at 7790.4(7)
[32] and 7798(2) keV [23], which have been pre-
viously assigned as 5=2þ and 3=2þ, respectively [32].
We performed a detailed fit analysis of the 7806 keV
peak and looked for potential excess counts contribut-
ing to the differential cross section around the energy
region 7790 and 7798 keV. We found that the peak was
entirely consistent with a single-state structure at an
energy of 7806(3) keV, in agreement with the value of
7807.2(10) keV reported in the γ-ray spectroscopy study of
27Al by Lotay et al. [32]. This indicates there is no
significant contribution to the observed differential cross
section for the 7806 keV state from these two neighboring
excited levels. The 7790 keV state in 27Al has been
assigned to a mirror analog in 27Si, corresponding to a
5=2þ resonance at 68 keV in the 26gAlðp; γÞ27Si reaction
[32]. Based on the analysis above, we set an upper limit for
C2S (l ¼ 2) of 1.6× 10−2, corresponding to a resonance
strength of ωγ < 8 × 10−10 μeV.
Figure 4 shows the contributions of individual resonan-

ces to the 26gAlðp; γÞ27Si stellar reaction rate, incorporating
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FIG. 1. Excitation energy spectrum of 27Al obtained from the 26gAlðd; pÞ transfer reaction at θc:m: ∼ 0.5°–12°. Fusion-evaporated
protons from reactions on carbon in the target produce a continuous background distribution. This is subtracted in the determination of
cross sections.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Expanded view of the excitation energy
spectrum showing astrophysically important mirror states in the
energy region Ex ¼ 7700–8200 keV. The green line shows a
cumulative fit to the data. The red lines indicate the individual fits
for the 7948, 7997, and 8043 keV levels with fixed peak widths,
and the background is displayed by the dotted line.
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Example: d(28Si,p) at 6 MeV/u with a 2-T field • A simple linear relationship 
between energy and z, where 
the energy separation is (nearly) 
identical to the excitation energy 
in the residual nucleus. 

• Removes kinematic compression. 

• Factor of ~2-3 improvement in 
resolution 

• … and an MRI magnet seems 
ideal
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New array and digital data acquisition

 Daniel McNeel, Calem Hoffman, Ryan Tang, et al.

•New DAQ implemented in FY17, used at 
CERN in FY18, running now [current run 
29Al(d,p)] 

•New sort routines for 'quasi' live feedback 
(appreciated by users) 

•New "complete system awareness" 
monitors
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A highly versatile instrument 
Apollo, gas target, ion chamber, 
backwards, forwards, tritium target, ... all 
routine 
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SINGLE-NEUTRON ENERGIES OUTSIDE 136Xe PHYSICAL REVIEWC 84, 024325 (2011)

FIG. 2. (Color online) (Top) Proton energy versus longitudinal distance traveled between the target and the point of impact on the Si array,
!z, for the d(136Xe,p)137Xe reaction at 10 MeV/u and a 2-T field. The plot is a composite of two different target positions, as discussed in the
text. (Bottom) Representative proton spectrum. Peaks are labeled by their energy (to the nearest keV) and by their ℓ value, spin, and parity,
where these quantities are known. States marked with a △ symbol are those with energy, ℓ value, or both, deduced for the first time in this
work. A smooth background has been subtracted to produce the displayed spectrum as discussed in the text.

was smooth and was subtracted in the analysis, the associated
uncertainty in the extracted yields is discussed below.

The proton data were binned according to their position
z along the beam axis. A typical spectrum of proton energy
versus !z, the distance between the target and point of impact
on the array, is given in the upper portion of Fig. 2. The
sloping lines in this plot correspond to the population of
different excited states in the final nucleus; the ground state
is labeled for illustration. The locus of a line for a particular
final state corresponds to different proton angles. The central
position of each PSD on the array, at the two target-array
distances, was chosen as the set of angles for the angular
distributions, although the corresponding c.m. angle does
depend on the excitation energy. For the angular distributions,
the data were binned according to the angular range covered by

the respective PSDs; however, in HELIOS, each PSD subtends
equal solid angle in the c.m. frame. The yields to specific final
states were extracted for each of these angles and normalized,
using the elastic-scattering data, to produce absolute cross
sections.

Several factors that contribute to the cross-section uncer-
tainties are estimated here. The solid angle of the monitor
detector is the dominant source of systematic uncertainty
and is estimated to be ∼11%. With typical beam intensities
of ∼ 5 × 106 ions per second, the beam current integrator
was near the limit of its sensitivity, and the corresponding
uncertainty is estimated to be 5%. From α-source data, the
yield due to the performance of individual PSDs was found
to have an rms variation of ∼7%. The uncertainty in the
measurement of the Rutherford scattering cross section is at the

024325-3

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

STRUCTURE OF 14B AND THE EVOLUTION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 88, 011304(R) (2013)

FIG. 1. (Color online) 14B excitation-energy spectrum from the
13B(d, p)14B reaction. The filled (open) histogram corresponds to
protons detected in coincidence with identified 14B(13B) recoil ions.
The vertical dashed line shows the neutron-separation energy, and the
cross-hatched peak is described in the text. The inset shows the level
diagram for 14B from [4].

with the EX(1−
1 ) = 654 ± 9 keV suggested by gamma-ray

observations [30]. The width of the 3−
1 peak at 1.38 MeV is

comparable to our instrumental resolution, though the 4−
1 peak

is broader (! ≈ 300 keV), suggesting that we are sensitive to
the natural width of that level. Deconvoluting the experimental
resolution, we estimate that the width of the 4−

1 state is roughly
! ≈ 200 ± 50 keV. We cannot rule out a contribution from the
broad reported 2−

2 state; however we are probably insensitive
to this excitation due to its width and expected yield. The
cross-hatched histogram in Fig. 1 represents an estimate of
how this state would appear in our data, and it would likely
be obscured by the peaks from the much stronger 3−

1 and
4−

1 transitions. At excitation energies greater than 2 MeV,
the spectrum is dominated by broad resonances. We do not
see evidence of a broad state observed in the 14Be(p, n)14B
reaction at 4.06 MeV, tentatively assigned 3+ or 3− [19].

Figure 2 shows angular distributions obtained for the four
low-lying narrow states in 14B populated in the (d, p) reaction.
The cross sections were obtained from the yields in the
silicon-array detectors, with the total number of beam particles
determined from the yield in the 0o-monitor detector. The
proton yields were corrected for the solid-angle acceptance of
the silicon-detector array, and the recoil-coincidence efficiency
for the beam-like 13,14B reaction partners detected at forward
angles. The recoil-coincidence efficiency was determined from
Monte-Carlo simulations of particle transport in HELIOS for
the two- and three-body final states where appropriate, as
described in [26]. Systematic uncertainties from the Monte-
Carlo simulations arising from the effects of possible detector
misalignment were approximately 10%. Due to the beam
attenuator, the measurement of the integrated beam flux
depended on the beam spot size and shape, and the sensitivity
of the absolute normalization to those effects has also been
investigated with Monte-Carlo simulations. We estimate that
the total uncertainty in the absolute cross-section scale is
approximately 30%.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Angular distributions for different states in
the 13B(d, p)14B reaction. The horizontal bars represent the angular
range for each data point. The curves represent DWBA calculations
described in the text, with the thick-dashed, dot-dashed, and solid
curves corresponding to ℓ = 0, 2, and 0 + 2, respectively. The thin-
dashed curve in (a) shows the ℓ = 0 result for the 2−

1 state before
averaging over the scattering angle.

The curves in Fig. 2 represent the results of distorted-
wave Born-approximation (DWBA) calculations calculated
using the finite-range code PTOLEMY [31]. The optical-model
parameters for the entrance and exit channels were taken from
Refs. [32] and [33], and reproduce d+12C and p+12C elastic
scattering at Ed = 30 and Ep = 15 MeV. The bound-state
form factors were obtained from a Woods-Saxon well with
radius parameter r0 = 1.2 fm and diffuseness a = 0.6 fm, and
depth adjusted to match the known neutron binding energy.
For the unbound 3−

1 and 4−
1 states, the form factors were cal-

culated with the approximation that the states were bound by
100 keV.

Additional calculations using the code DWUCK4 [34], which
implements the method of Vincent and Fortune [35] for
unbound final states, give variations in the average ℓ = 2
cross section in the angle range of interest of ≈10% moving
from EX = 0.9 MeV (bound) to EX = 2.0 MeV (unbound).
Variations in the DWBA results for changes in the bound-
state well parameters of 5% in r0 and 20% in a lead to
changes in the ratio of σ (ℓ = 0)/σ (ℓ = 2) of approximately
20% over the measured angular range. Also, the angular-
distribution shapes are nearly identical to those obtained using
a theory that includes the effect of deuteron breakup for the
16O(d, p)17O reaction at similar deuteron energies [36]. We
use these variations as an estimate of the theoretical systematic
uncertainty on the spectroscopic factors discussed below.

The calculations have been averaged over an angular range
corresponding to the angular acceptance for the data points.
For the ground- and first-excited states that are assigned 2−

and 1−, respectively, both ℓ = 0 and 2 neutron transfers are
permitted. For those two states, the thick-dashed, dot-dashed,
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FIG. 7. 14B excitation-energy spectra from the 15C(d,3He)14B
reaction. (a) and (b) Particle-bound (unbound) states obtained in
coincidence with identified 14B (13B) ions.

approximately 180-keV full width at half maximum (FWHM),
dominated by detector resolution, kinematic shift, and energy
loss in the target. For the 15C data, the estimated excitation-
energy resolution includes an additional 140-keV contribution
from the spread in the energy of the secondary beam caused by
energy loss and straggling in the production cell, resulting in
a value of 240-keV FWHM when the contributions are added
in quadrature.

1. 14C → 13 B

In Fig. 6(a) the filled and open histograms represent the
same data; the open histogram was multiplied by a factor of 8
to illustrate the weaker transitions. For comparison, Table I lists
states reported in the literature for 13B and 14B. The strongest
transition in the 14C(d,3He)13B reaction is to the 13B ground
state. The next strongest transition at EX = 3.8 MeV likely
corresponds to the presumed 1/2− state at 3.71 MeV reported
in Ref. [6]. The suggested neutron-intruder (3/2−) (3.53 MeV)
state would have a ν(1s1/2)2 configuration, and the positive-
parity states at 3.48 and 3.68 MeV are dominantly ν(1s0d)-
neutron excitations; none of these should be strongly populated
in this reaction.

We cannot rule out some contribution to the 3.8-MeV peak
from the state reported at EX = 4.13 MeV which has no
assigned spin or parity, and would not be well resolved from
the 1/2− in our measurement. A small peak also appears near
EX = 4.8 MeV, which must be below the neutron-separation
energy of 4.878 MeV as it appears in coincidence with
identified 13B ions. This state likely corresponds to the possible
1/2+ state reported at 4.83 MeV. We observe two peaks in the
spectrum of neutron-unbound states, one very weak transition
at EX ≈ 5.3 MeV and another slightly stronger one at EX ≈
6.3 MeV. For comparison, states are reported in the literature

TABLE I. Excitation energies, spins, and parities of states in
13B and 14B from the present measurement and from the literature
(from [23] unless otherwise noted).

13B

Data Literature

State EX (MeV) J π EX (MeV) J π

0 0.0 3/2− 0.00 3/2−

3.48 (1/2+)a

3.53 (3/2−)b

3.68 (3/2,5/2)+a

1 3.8 (1/2−) 3.71 1/2−c

4.13
2 4.8 (1/2+) 4.83 (1/2+)d

Sn = 4.878 MeV
5.02

3 5.3 (1/2,3/2)− 5.11
5.39
5.56
6.17

4 6.3 π = + 6.43
6.93

14B
0.000 2− 0.000 2−

0.654e 1− 0.654e 1−

Sn = 0.969 MeV
1.380 3−

1.80 (2−) 1.860 2−

2.080 4−

2.320
2.970

aFrom Ref. [13].
bFrom Ref. [14].
cFrom Ref. [6].
dFrom Ref. [15].
eFrom Ref. [24].

at 5.02, 5.11, 5.39, 6.17, and 6.43 MeV, none of which has
a spin-parity assignment. The excitation-energy resolution of
the present measurement does not permit a firm identification
of the peaks observed here with previously known levels. We
also observe strength at higher excitation energies that could
represent transitions to even higher excited states, however,
given the limited acceptance and poor statistics it is not
possible to make any further statements about this yield.

To provide more information about the observed peaks,
the boron excitation energies deduced from the 3He energy
and position can be correlated with the boron-recoil energies.
Figure 8 shows this correlation for data obtained with the
14C beam, and from the Monte Carlo simulations described
above. The bound states labeled (0), (1), and (2) correspond to
excitation energies of 0.0, 3.8, and 4.8 MeV, respectively. For
these excitations the recoil energies are near Erecoil = 200 MeV
with a narrow spread in Erecoil. For unbound states at EX = 5.3
(3) and 6.3 (4) MeV, the recoil energies are smaller and the
distributions in Erecoil are wider because of the kinetic energy
lost to neutron emission. Although the peaks at 4.8 MeV (2)
and 5.3 MeV(3) are not fully resolved in excitation energy, the
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a FWHM of approximately 12.5 ns. The relative time between
a signal from the recoil detectors and a signal from a PSD was
used to identify coincidence events. The measured coincidence
time peak between 20O recoils and protons for data from the
same four PSDs given in Fig. 3(b) is provided in the plot
of Fig. 3(c).

B. Kinematics

The homogeneous magnetic field of HELIOS [40,41]
dictates that for a proton, the laboratory energy, Elab, and
the corresponding longitudinal distance from the target after a
single cyclotron orbit, z, give a complete kinematic determi-
nation of the reaction. These two quantities (Elab and z) are
linearly related:

Elab = Ec.m. −
m

2
V 2

c.m. +
mVc.m.z

Tcyc
. (2)

The proton energy in the center of mass, Ec.m., is proportional
to the reaction Q value and the center-of-mass velocity of the
system, Vc.m.. Therefore, protons from different final states
in a single reaction will be grouped in parallel lines in a
plot of Elab versus z. The separation of these parallel lines
is dictated by differences in Q value, and a plot of Elab versus
z readily translates into an excitation energy spectrum through
a rotation.

Experimental data from the 19O(d,p) reaction are displayed
in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) shows the linear relation between Elab
and z. In this plot, θc.m. increases with z and also changes as a
function of E∗ [see Eq. (3) below]. An 20O excitation-energy
spectrum is presented in Fig. 4(b) for data summed over
the 2.0-T and 2.7-T field settings. The measured excitation
energies and uncertainties are given in Table I. Known levels
at 0.00, 1.67, 3.57, and 4.07 MeV were used to calibrate the
excitation energy which has a resolution of approximately
175 keV FWHM. Dominant contributions to the resolution
come from detector energy and position resolutions (!75 keV

depending on the individual detector), target thickness effects
on the beam and proton energies (∼ 80 keV), and the inherent
properties of the radioactive beam (∼ 125 keV), which include
the secondary-beam energy spread and spatial size (up to
5 mm in diameter).

The center-of-mass angle, θc.m., is determined from the
basic quantities identified above:

cosθc.m. = 1
2π

qeBz − 2πmVc.m.√
2mElab + m2V 2

c.m. − mVc.m.qeBz/π
. (3)

An alternate to this representation of θc.m. may be used if the
excitation energies of the final states are known (see Eq. (4)
of Ref. [41]). Uncertainties in the angle are negligible (<1◦).
Where statistics allowed, the 5-cm-long detectors were divided
in half longitudinally, yielding cross sections for two values
of θc.m.. The PSD array covered angles between 10◦ " θc.m. "
45◦, depending on the Q value and the magnetic field setting
of the specific measurement.

C. Cross sections

Absolute cross sections were determined from measured
proton yields through a normalization to the number of scat-
tered deuterons in the monitor detector. The deuterons were
measured at θc.m. = 18◦–24◦, depending on the beam species
and energy. At these angles, the scattering cross sections
were ≈ 30%–40% larger than Rutherford cross sections, and
they had to be calculated from an optical model. Optical-
model parameter sets were investigated for both deuterons
and protons through comparisons with elastically scattered
data on 16−18O targets at 5–10 MeV/u [46,47]. Five sets
of deuteron parameters were selected: sets H and C from
Table II of Ref. [48] and the references therein, those in Table I
of Ref. [49], set B of Table IV from Ref. [50], and set D2
from Table I of Ref. [24]. Three sets of proton optical-model
parameters were also chosen from Refs. [48,49,51]. The
scattering cross sections from the five deuteron optical-model
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The cross-hatched histograms represent transitions to (a) neutron-
unbound states in 12B and (b) one- and two-neutron unbound states
in 13B.

parity π (0p−1
3/2)ν(0p−1

1/2,3/21s1/2) excitations. These configura-
tions correspond to the same ones populated in 14C(d,α)12B,
with the additional 1s1/2 neutron acting as a spectator.

Figure 4 shows the 13B data with one- and two-neutron
unbound transitions combined, as well as the particle-bound
states. The 12B data are shown for comparison. The most
prominent feature of the 13B data is a possible doublet near
EX(13B) = 12 MeV. The strength of this feature in comparison
to any other structure in the spectrum suggests that it arises
from the coupling of the [(0p3/2)−2]3+ state in 12B to a valence
1s1/2 neutron, leading to excitations with J π = 5/2+ and
7/2+. The shift in Q value for these states compared to
the 12B(3+) level is qualitatively consistent with an expected
monopole shift induced by the s1/2 neutron interacting with
the p3/2 holes. Despite the fact that these states are nearly
4 MeV above the 13B two-neutron decay threshold at S2n =
8.248 MeV, they appear to be relatively narrow and possess
significant one-neutron decay branches as seen in Fig. 3(b).
This observation is reasonable, since the favored decay of such
excitations would be not only to the 3+ state in 12B, which is un-
bound to the emission of a second neutron, but also to the bound
negative-parity doublet in 12B at 1.67- and 2.62-MeV excita-
tion energies that would not permit further neutron decay.

Further information about the nature of the strongly excited
levels in the 13B data may be found by examining the angular
distributions and comparing them to those obtained for transi-
tions in the 14C(d,α)12B reaction. Figure 5 shows angular dis-
tributions for the three strongest transitions in the 14C(d,α)12B
reaction and the angular dependence of the summed yield for
the two peaks of the structure at high excitation energy in
13B. The angular distributions have been constructed from the
measured yields, corrected for spectrometer acceptance and
for the effects of recoil-coincidence efficiency. These effects
have been analyzed using Monte Carlo simulations of the
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Angular-distribution data for different
transitions to states in 12,13B with the (d,α) reaction. The filled
circles in panel (c) are data for the 12B(3+) excitation, and the filled
squares are for the suggested 13B(5/2+,7/2+) doublet. The curves
are qualitative indications of shapes that may be expected for single ℓ

values: ℓ = 0, 2, and 2 in panels (a), (b), and (c). The sample DWBA
calculations are for transitions on 14C at the appropriate Q values.

transport properties of the spectrometer that include realistic
detector geometries and the measured magnetic field (see
Ref. [11] for more details). Where appropriate, the simulations
treated the one- or two-neutron decay of the recoiling nuclei.
Here, the angular distribution(s) of the emitted neutron(s) are
assumed to be isotropic in the center-of-mass frame of the
decaying nucleus. This assumption is not justified, however,
due to the strong focusing of the forward-going recoils and
the acceptance of the recoil detector, neglect of any angular
correlation does not affect the calculated detection efficiency.

In this case the 12B(1+) ground-state transition is expected
to be predominantly ℓ = 0, while the 2+ and 3+ states can be
populated with ℓ = 2, and ℓ = 2 + 4, respectively. The angular
distributions for the three transitions are quite different from
each other, as can be seen in Fig. 5. For the 1+ [Fig. 5(a)] and 2+

[Fig. 5(b)] states, the angular distributions show pronounced
maxima, whereas the data for the 3+ transition [Fig. 5(c), filled
circles] are relatively featureless.

For comparison, the angular distribution measured for the
12-MeV structure in 13B also appears in Fig. 5(c) (filled
squares). The relative normalization here is arbitrary. The
shape of the angular distribution is very similar to that of
the 3+ transition, as might be expected if these states were
populated by the same pickup mechanism as that leading to
the formation of the 3+ state in 12B. This similarity lends
further support to the contention that this structure represents
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Proton energies (Ep) as a function of the
longitudinal distance from the target (z) for the 17N(d,p)18N reaction
in inverse kinematics. The events shown required a coincidence in
the recoil detector telescope with either 18N ions for bound states, or
17N for unbound ones.

heavy-ion recoil, identified in the Si recoil detector telescope,
which covered θlab ∼0.4–2.2◦. Data were collected for the
18O(d,p)19O reaction at two beam energies. The first was taken
before the radioactive beam measurement at 14.7 MeV/u,
utilizing the primary 18O beam. The second was taken at 12.2
MeV/u in parallel with the 17N(d,p) measurement making use
of the secondary beam contamination. The higher energy 18O
beam data were used for the initial experimental setup and for
energy calibrations, and the combination of the two data sets
provided consistency checks of the analysis.

The experimental setup and analysis procedures are analo-
gous to those described in Ref. [37] and only details specific
to this measurement are given here. The measurement was
made using HELIOS [38,39] with its maximum magnetic field
strength of 2.85 T. The HELIOS position-sensitive Si detector
(PSD) array detected the outgoing protons covering a longi-
tudinal distance of − 50.8 < z < − 16.3 cm (upstream) from
the target and it was positioned within the uniform magnetic
field region. Deuterated polyethylene (CD2) targets of nominal
thickness 140 and 220 µg/cm2 were used. Downstream of the
target a monitor detector for scattered deuterons was fixed at
z = 12.0 cm, a recoil detector telescope was located at 132.6
cm, and a zero degree Si detector telescope was placed at
139.2 cm behind a Ta mesh that reduced the effective beam
intensity by a factor of ∼100. The energy response of the
PSDs was calibrated using the 14.7 MeV/u 18O beam and
known Q values from the 18O(d,p)19O reaction. Protons were
identified by their times-of-flight, measured with respect to the
accelerator radio frequency. To distinguish protons originating
from the reactions on different secondary beam components,
a coincidence requirement was enforced between protons
and a heavy-ion recoil. Protons identified in this manner,
having either a 18N or 17N recoil coincidence, are shown in
Fig. 1.

Mass values from Ref. [25] were used to determine the
Q-value and excitation-energy spectra in Fig. 2, where three
prominent peaks are visible. The measured Q value for the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The measured excitation-energy (Q-value)
spectrum for the 17N(d,p) reaction with the same data set as is in
Fig. 1. An expanded region of the excitation energy below the neutron
separation energy (Sn) is shown in the inset.

lowest lying state in 18N was 0.48(4) MeV, ∼ 0.12 MeV below
the known ground-state value of 0.604(24) MeV [25]. Using
an identical set of proton energy and position calibrations,
the 18O(d,p) reaction Q value to the 19O ground state was
found to be 1.74(4) MeV from the 12.2 MeV/u data, in
agreement with the known value of 1.731(3) MeV [25]. The
dominant uncertainty in the Q values from the present work
is the secondary beam energy, with small contributions from
the proton energy and position calibrations. The resolution
in the 18N spectrum was ∼275 keV FWHM, largely due
to the properties associated with the radioactive beam, and
it represents data from both targets. Relative differential
cross sections to states in 18N are accurate to within a few
percent. Relative cross sections between excitations in 19O
(from the 12.2 MeV/u data) and 18N were measured to ∼8%
largely due to uncertainty in the beam composition. Absolute
cross sections were not obtained for the radioactive beam
measurement due to noise in the monitor detector. This had no
impact on the discussions presented below. Center-of-mass
angles were calculated from known quantities (Eq. (3) of
Ref. [37]) and a single ring of four PSDs, which covered
"z = 5 cm in longitudinal distance, was separated into two
angular bins when statistics allowed. Angular distributions are
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for the excitations in 18N at
0.12(1), 0.74(1), and 1.17(2) MeV.

A distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) analysis
was used to extract relative spectroscopic factors (S) (the
isospin factor C2 = 1 in this reaction) and spectroscopic
strengths

GS = 2Jf + 1
2Ji + 1

S ∝
σExp

σDWBA

, (1)

from the measured cross sections, where Ji = 1/2 (17N ground
state) and Jf is the spin of the state in 18N. Optical model
parameter sets D1 and P 1 from Table I of Ref. [40] best
described the angular distributions of the 18O(d,p)19O data
and so they were used as the distorting potentials for the
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FIG. 9. A representative excitation spectrum of outgoing protons
for a single Si detector for the 2H(86Kr,p)87Kr reaction at 10 MeV/u.
Some of the prominent peaks are labeled by excitation energy in MeV.

points close to the first minimum were excluded. Although the
Kr data were treated differently in this sense, the results did
not appear anomalous in the normalization analysis described
below.

There is some uncertainty in the absolute normalization
of cross sections from DWBA reaction calculations, but it
has been shown that consistent results can be obtained by
employing a systematic approach to this normalization, see
for example Ref. [43]. In the current work, a single common
normalization factor for each reaction has been chosen to
ensure that the total low-lying summed transfer strength
involving a particular single-particle orbital is unity and
therefore the Macfarlane-French sum rules [44] are satisfied.
While in the final analysis a single normalization value is
applied across all targets and all ℓ transfers for a given reaction,
the degree to which normalization constants, extracted from
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subsets of the data, are consistent between different ℓ transfers
and across different targets is able to give confidence about the
extent to which all the low-lying strength has been observed,
even where that strength is fragmented. The consistency with
analyses of independent data sets is also instructive.

In the (d,p) reaction, the mean ℓ = 0 normalization factor
was found to be 0.63(3) across the targets used. For ℓ = 2
transitions, there is ambiguity for some states without a
definitive J π assignment. However, where firm assignments
have been made, it appears that the d5/2 strength is largely
confined to the ground state. Following this observation, for
excited states without firm assignment, J = 3/2+ is assumed
here. This yields normalization factors of 0.63(3) for J = 5/2+

and 0.64(8) for J = 3/2+, both consistent with the ℓ = 0
value.

The (d,p) normalization for ℓ = 4 transitions is 0.58(4).
The spectroscopic factors obtained using this normalization
for the weaker ℓ = 4 transitions in the (d,p) reaction were
somewhat inconsistent with those from the better matched
(α,3He) reaction, even though there was reasonable agreement
for the strongly populated states. For ℓ = 5, the normalization
was considerably lower with a value of 0.35(3), suggesting
either that poor matching has consequences or that there is
significant unobserved strength.

Based on these considerations, a common single nor-
malization of 0.63(2) was adopted for the (d,p) reaction,
corresponding to the weighted average over ℓ = 0 and 2
transitions.

In the (α,3He) reaction, the ℓ = 4 normalization is found
to be 0.55(1), assuming a projectile spectroscopic factor for
neutron removal from 4He to the 3He+n system of ∼2.0. It is
not unexpected to find a slightly different normalization from
the (d,p) results since it is difficult to model two such different
reactions in a uniform fashion. The extracted normalization
for ℓ = 5 is approximately half that for ℓ = 4, with a value
of 0.24(3), suggesting strength remains unobserved. Missing
ℓ = 5 strength has also been reported in previous work, for
example, in Refs. [10,17]. The ℓ = 4 normalization is therefore
adopted as the common single normalization for the (α,3He)
reaction.

In both reactions, the individual contributions to the average
normalization from different targets and ℓ values are consistent
to within a variation of ∼15%.

A number of similar experiments have now been per-
formed by our collaboration and it is instructive to compare
normalizations extracted in a similar way to those values
deduced here, as summarized in Table V. With similar methods
and bombarding energies, and the same optical potentials
and bound states, a normalization of 0.58(2) was found
for the (p,d) reaction on N = 82 targets [45]. By ensuring
that the strengths from nucleon-addition and nucleon-removal
reactions sum to the orbital degeneracy, a value of 0.64(5) has
been found for the (d,p) and (p,d) reactions on the stable
Ni isotopes, again using the same optical potentials [43].
These compare very well with the current work and the level
of consistency across a wide mass range gives confidence
in the method employed and in the value obtained. It is
interesting to note that the observation of 50%–60% of the
full single-particle strength associated with an orbital over
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Snapshot

We have studied the 15Cðd; pÞ16C reaction in inverse
kinematics using a beam of short-lived (T1=2 ¼ 2:45 s)
15C ions from the In-Flight facility at ATLAS at Argonne
National Laboratory [20]. The beam was produced by
bombarding a cryogenic D2 gas cell with a 100 p nA 14C
primary beam with an energy of 133 MeV. The resulting
15C beam, from the 14Cðd; pÞ15C reaction, had an energy of
123 MeV, corresponding to a deuteron energy of 16.4 MeV,
where the ðd; pÞ reaction is well understood. The intensity
ranged from 1 to 2 $ 106 15C per second.

Protons from the 15Cðd; pÞ16C reaction were detected
with the Helical Orbit Spectrometer (HELIOS) [21,22].
HELIOS is a new device designed to study reactions in
inverse kinematics. It consists of a large-bore, supercon-
ducting solenoid with its axis aligned with the beam direc-
tion. The magnetic field was 2.85 T, and a 110 !g=cm2

deuterated polyethelyne [ðC2D4Þn] target was used. Protons
emitted at forward angles in the center-of-mass frame
("lab> 90%) were transported in the magnetic field and
detected with a position-sensitive silicon-detector array
surrounding the beam axis upstream of the target. The
silicon-detector array measured the protons’ energy, dis-
tance z from the target, and flight time (equal to the cyclo-
tron period Tcyc ¼ 2#m=Bq). The recoiling 16C ions were

detected in coincidence with protons in an array of silicon-
detector !E & E telescopes that covered 0.5%–2.8% in the
laboratory. All events with a particle detected in the up-
stream silicon array were recorded. The beam intensity was
monitored by using a silicon detector placed at 0% behind a
mesh attenuator that reduced the beam flux by a factor of
1000. The widely spaced holes in this attenuator made this
measurement sensitive to the alignment and the shape of
the beam spot, giving an estimated 30% systematic uncer-
tainty for the absolute beam flux.

Figure 1(a) shows a spectrum of proton energy versus
position z from the 15Cðd; pÞ16C reaction for p-16C co-
incidence events. The diagonal lines correspond to differ-
ent excited states in 16C, and the excitation-energy spec-
trum derived from these data is shown in Fig. 1(b). The
resolution is approximately 140 keV FWHM, determined
by a combination of intrinsic detector resolution, energy
loss of the beam in the target, and the energy spread of the
beam from straggling in the production cell and the kine-
matics of the production reaction. This resolution was
insufficient to resolve the closely spaced 2þ2 =3

þ
1 doublet

near EXð16CÞ ¼ 4 MeV, though the width of this peak is
20% greater than those of the other three excitations.

Angular distributions for the three resolved transitions in
16C and the unresolved 2þ2 =3

þ
1 doublet are shown in Fig. 2.

The proton solid angle was defined by the geometry of the
upstream silicon-detector array. The efficiency for the
coincident proton-16C-recoil detection was calculated by
using Monte Carlo simulations of particle transport in
HELIOS as described in Ref. [21] with the measured field
map of the solenoid magnet. This efficiency was typically

80%, with an estimated 5% systematic uncertainty from
detector misalignment. The absolute cross-section scale
was determined by using the 0% monitor detector as de-
scribed above; the plotted uncertainties reflect only the
combined statistical uncertainties from the data and
Monte Carlo simulations. The horizontal bars represent
the angular range included in each data point. The angular
distributions for the ground and second-excited states show
clear ‘ ¼ 0 character, confirming the tentative assignment
of J# ¼ 0þ [23] for the second-excited state. The first-
excited state and the presumed doublet near 4 MeV are
consistent with ‘ ¼ 2.
Relative spectroscopic factors were obtained by compar-

ing the experimental cross sections with distorted-wave
Born approximation calculations done with the code
PTOLEMY [24]. The curves in Fig. 2 represent calculations
done with four sets of optical-model parameters, and each
curve was normalized to the experimental cross sections.
The deduced spectroscopic factors are listed in Table I.
Because of the uncertainty in the absolute cross sections,
the results were normalized by requiring the sum of the 0þ

spectroscopic factors to add up to 2.0. The values obtained
with each of the four parameters sets were averaged to
obtain the results in Table I. The errors are dominated by
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Proton energy versus position
spectrum for the 15Cðd; pÞ16C reaction measured in inverse
kinematics with HELIOS. The target is at z ¼ 0 mm, and z
increases in the beam direction. The different groups correspond
to different final states in 16C, as is indicated on the figure.
(b) 16C excitation-energy spectrum.
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FIG. 2. The excitation-energy spectrum of 22F as determined from the 21F(d,p) reaction from the same data set as presented in Fig. 1. States
clearly identified in the present work are labeled with their corresponding spin assignments. The states that have been observed in previous
measurements are shown in the upper panel for comparison [18].

from integrated yields as detailed below (Table I). Of the large
number of levels populated strongly in this region by other
types of reactions (Fig. 2), none appear to be of dominant
single-neutron character. Additionally, as many of the known
levels have suggested J values of 0 or 1, their expected yields
would have been small to begin with.

Assignments of orbital angular momentum to the neutron
transfer, ℓ, and spectroscopic factors, S (for this reaction the
isospin coefficient C2 = 1), between the 21F ground state and
final states in 22F were extracted from the measured angular
distributions through a DWBA analysis utilizing the program
PTOLEMY [45]. The optical-model parameter sets of An et al.
[44] and Koning-Delaroche et al. [42] were used to define the
potentials of the entrance and outgoing channels, respectively.
The Argonne V18 [46] potential was used to define the deuteron
bound-state wave function and a Woods-Saxon potential with
central potential well parameters of r0 = 1.25 fm and a =
0.65 fm, and with spin-orbit parameters of Vso = 6.0 MeV,

rso = 1.1 fm, and aso = 0.65 fm, was used to define the final
bound-state wave function of the neutron. The depth of the
Woods-Saxon potential well was adjusted to reproduce the
correct binding energy of each of the final states in 22F.

The calculated angular distributions from DWBA were nor-
malized to the available data using a standard χ2 minimization
method, the results of which are shown in Fig. 3. The extracted
spectroscopic factors, and their corresponding strengths,

GS = 2Jf + 1
2Ji + 1

S, (1)

where Ji = 5/2 and Jf is the spin of the final state in 22F, are
listed in Table I. The uncertainties in the relative S arise from
statistics, the fitting procedure, and variations in the DWBA
analysis. In total they sum to ≈10% for the ℓ = 2 strength
and ≈17% for ℓ = 0 strength. For the weaker states observed
in Fig. 2 in which angular distributions were not possible,
upper limits on their strength were determined from a ratio
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FIG. 2. Measured proton energies (E) as a function of the
distance from the target (Z) for the 12B(d,3He)11Be reaction
in inverse kinematics at 12 MeV/u with a magnetic field
strength of 2.3 T. The data shown required a coincidence with
11Be (a) and 10Be (b) in Fig. 1. Final states identified in 11Be
are labelled by their corresponding excitation energy. The
kinematics loci for di↵erent excited states appear as diagonal
red-dotted lines. See details in the text.

III. RESULTS158

The events corresponding to the 12B(d,3He)11Be159

reaction to the bound or unbound states of 11Be160

were selected by requiring a 150�ns timing coincidence161

between a light particle in the PSD array with a 11Be or162

10Be ion discriminated in the recoil detectors. Most of163

the uncorrelated background was removed by using this164

timing coincidence. The energies of the light particles165

selected using this method are plotted in Fig. 2 versus the166

corresponding distance where the particles were detected167

by the PSD detectors.168

For the present range covered by the PSD array, a clear169

isolated bound state in 11Be appears as a straight line in170

the plot (Fig. 2a). For the unbound states, their loci171

do not follow straight lines and di↵erent states merge at172

FIG. 3. The excitation-energy spectrum of 11Be neutron
bound (blue) and unbound (red) states determined from the
data set as presented in Fig. 2(a) and (b) respectively. States
clearly identified in the present work are labelled with their
corresponding excitation energies.

around Z = 84 cm. This is caused by the shallow orbitals173

of the 3He particles, which reached the PSD detectors at174

shorter distances than the ideal situation. This e↵ect175

was observed in the previous (d,3He) measurement [16]176

as well as the kinematics calculation. The red-dotted177

line in Fig. 2b represents the calculated kinematics of178

the ideal situation where the radius of the silicon array179

was assumed to be zero. Events were selected where the180

experimental kinematics loci follows the straight lines,181

and were used to obtain the excitation spectrum as well182

as to evaluate the cross sections for the unbound states.183

The events (Z < 85 cm for the 2.65 state and Z < 85184

cm for the 3.90 state) obviously deviate from the straight185

kinematics lines were not used in the analysis.186

Excitation spectra for the 12B(d,3He) reactions were187

obtained from the projection of the data along the188

kinematic lines and the results are shown in Fig. 3,189

which presents data for both neutron-bound (blue) and190

unbound (red) states. The resolution for the excitation-191

energy spectrum of the bound state is around 560 keV192

(FWHM), dominated by the energy loss of the beam193

and 3He in the target as well as the angle straggling.194

The measured widths of the unbound states are also195

contributed to by their intrinsic widths, which are196

228(21) keV for the 2.65-MeV state [5], 3.2(8) keV for197

the 3.89-MeV state [10] and 7.9(7) keV for the 3.96-MeV198

states [10]. These widths are also compatible with the199

present spectrum given the apparent wider width of the200

2.65-MeV state.201

The peaks in Fig. 3 may be identified with the states202

reported in the literature for 11Be [17], listed in Table I.203

Below the neutron-separation energy (Sn = 0.510 MeV)204

of 11Be, the 1/2� first excited state at 320 keV was the205

most strongly populated state in the 12B(d,3He) reaction.206

The unbound 3/2� state at 2.654 MeV also presents as207

a strong transition in the present reaction. The next208

12B(d,3He)

with an 17O primary beam (15 MeV/u) at a typical intensity
of 60 pnA. A cryogenically cooled deuterium-filled gas cell
(∼80 K and 1.4 × 105 Pa) provided the production target
material. The resulting 18F beam was comprised of ions in
both ground and isomeric states. Previous experiments
using 18mF beams include those of Refs. [24–28]. In the
present work, the 18mF/18gF ratio has been estimated to be
0.56(8) immediately after production and 0.11(2) after
transport to the HELIOS experimental station (details on
this estimation are given below).
HELIOS was configured for the observation of protons

in coincidence with 19F from single-neutron transfer reac-
tions (d,p) on beams of both 18gF and 18mF. The solenoidal
field was set to 2.85 T and deuterated polyethylene (CD2)
targets with a nominal thickness of 400 μ g/cm2 were placed
near the center of the field region. Upstream of the target
location, an on-axis position-sensitive Si detector array was
installed for proton detection. Protons were uniquely iden-
tified from their cyclotron periods after completing a single
orbit from the target to the Si detector array. A fast-counting,
segmented ionization chamber [29] centered around 0° was
positioned downstream of the target for 19F recoil detection.
Coincidence events between protons and recoiling ions were
determined by the relative time difference between the two
detectors. Acceptance for proton-recoil events was possible
up to ∼5 MeV in excitation energy, covering all but the
11/2þ1 member in the 19F ground-state rotational band. The
acceptance also included proton center-of-mass angles θc:m:
ranging from ∼10° to 35°.
Levels in 19F populated by reactions on the isomeric beam

appear shifted by −1.07 MeV relative to ground-state
reactions, hence, the “apparent” qualifier in the angle-
integrated excitation spectrumof Fig. 1. The shift is primarily
the result of the Q-value difference between 18mF(d,p)
(Q ¼ 9.328 MeV) and 18gF(d,p) (Q ¼ 8.207 MeV). In
addition, an ∼50-keV shift arises from differences in the
kinematics between the two reactions. The Q-value reso-
lution was 280-keV FWHM, driven primarily by the target
thickness and the emittance of the secondary beam. The best
fit to the data using known 19F excitation energies [14] is
shown in Fig. 1 by the solid gray line. Details on the peak
assignment are discussed below.
Angle-integrated cross sections were determined from

measured yields for all states identified in Fig. 1. For the
levels that were populated strongly, relative differential
cross sections, dσ/dΩ, and angular distributions were also
derived and are presented in Fig. 2. The center-of-mass
angle θc:m: for each data point in Fig. 2 corresponds to the
average angle covered by one set of position-sensitive Si
detectors and has an uncertainty of ≲0.5°. The upper limits
on yields were determined for weaker states by an increase
of 5% to the best-fit χ2 value to the apparent excitation
spectrum (Fig. 1). The cross section for levels populated by
the isomeric component of the beam were corrected for the
18mF/18gF beam ratio at the HELIOS target.
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FIG. 1. Apparent excitation energy in 19F extracted from protons
in coincidence with 19F recoils following 18g;mF(d,p) reactions
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Single-particle picture of 19F
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Figure 3. Relative strengths as a function of spin for levels of
the ground-state band in 19F extracted in the present work
from the 18gF(d,p) reaction (a), or the 18mF(d,p) reaction (b),
are represented by the black data points or the lines with
arrows. The 9/2+ data is from the ` = 2 S value. The
same values calculated from the shell model using the USDB
interaction are represented by bars for ` = 0 (stripped), 2
(open), or 0 & 2 (hatched) strengths.

energy spectrum of Fig. 1, lines corresponding to the pop-213

ulation of the 13/2+ and 7/2+ levels are observed in the214

3-4 MeV range, identifying neutron transfer onto the iso-215

meric 5+ level of 18F for the first time. Of the five other216

known levels also open to population through transfer on217

18mF in the energy region covered, upper limits on the218

yields for 5/2+1 (-0.873 MeV), 9/2+1 (1.710 MeV), and219

the 5/2+3 (4.037 MeV) states could be determined. The220

angular distribution for the 13/2+ aligned state, and the221

resulting DWBA fit [Fig. 2(d)], identify it as a strong222

` = 2 neutron transfer, solidifying its population from223

18F in its 5+ state.224

Accessibility to an in-flight beam of 18F in both its225

ground and fully stretched 5+ states has enabled the ex-226

traction of (or setting limits on) the relative spectroscopic227

overlaps of the 1/2+, 3/2+, 5/2+, 7/2+, 9/2+ and 13/2+228

members of the ground-state rotational band of 19F (Ta-229

ble I and Fig. 3). The extracted S value for the 13/2+230

state, and its spectroscopic strength, (2Ji + 1)/(2Jf +231

1)S, exceed those of all other states in the rotational232

band. This observation confirms the dominant single-233

particle configuration in this band-terminating state as234

corresponding to the maximally aligned state with a235

⇡(0d5/2)
1
J=5/2 ⌦ ⌫(0d5/2)

2
J=4 configuration. This is the236

first direct measurement of the single-particle anatomy of237

a high-spin terminating state. This result, together with238

the large strengths of the levels populated from 18gF, and239

the upper limits on the strengths of states populated from240

18mF, confirm the single-particle character of these lev-241

els, which also exhibit the simple pattern characteristic242

of collective rotational behavior.243

Comparisons between the extracted S values and244

strengths of the present work to those calculated by the245

sd-confined USDB interaction are also given in Table I246

and Fig. 3. The calculations are consistent with the ex-247

perimental values, or limits, even though these incorpo-248

rate only three valence particles (one proton and two neu-249

trons) and three active orbitals for each nucleon.250

The present results highlight the single-particle char-251

acter of the highest-spin state in the rotational band of252

19F by confirming that the associated configuration cor-253

responds to the maximally-aligned, terminating state.254

Hence, some 40 years after his seminal paper [2], A.255

Bohr’s dual interpretation of the 19F sequence in terms of256

a collective and/or a single-particle excitation has been257

reinforced by the experimental verification that the three258

nucleons contribute coherently to the generation of the259

state with the highest possible spin within the valence260

space.261

Summary – The single-neutron nature of members be-262

longing to the ground-state rotational band in 19F, in-263

cluding the terminating 13/2+ state, have been probed264

in a single measurement via the (d,p) reaction. In partic-265

ular, the relatively large spectroscopic strength observed266

for the 13/2+ level confirms the wave function purity ex-267

pected in a maximally-aligned, terminating state. The268

measurement was possible only through the production269

of a beam of 18F whereby a significant fraction of ions270

resided in their short-lived isomeric state.271
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with an 17O primary beam (15 MeV/u) at a typical intensity
of 60 pnA. A cryogenically cooled deuterium-filled gas cell
(∼80 K and 1.4 × 105 Pa) provided the production target
material. The resulting 18F beam was comprised of ions in
both ground and isomeric states. Previous experiments
using 18mF beams include those of Refs. [24–28]. In the
present work, the 18mF/18gF ratio has been estimated to be
0.56(8) immediately after production and 0.11(2) after
transport to the HELIOS experimental station (details on
this estimation are given below).
HELIOS was configured for the observation of protons

in coincidence with 19F from single-neutron transfer reac-
tions (d,p) on beams of both 18gF and 18mF. The solenoidal
field was set to 2.85 T and deuterated polyethylene (CD2)
targets with a nominal thickness of 400 μ g/cm2 were placed
near the center of the field region. Upstream of the target
location, an on-axis position-sensitive Si detector array was
installed for proton detection. Protons were uniquely iden-
tified from their cyclotron periods after completing a single
orbit from the target to the Si detector array. A fast-counting,
segmented ionization chamber [29] centered around 0° was
positioned downstream of the target for 19F recoil detection.
Coincidence events between protons and recoiling ions were
determined by the relative time difference between the two
detectors. Acceptance for proton-recoil events was possible
up to ∼5 MeV in excitation energy, covering all but the
11/2þ1 member in the 19F ground-state rotational band. The
acceptance also included proton center-of-mass angles θc:m:
ranging from ∼10° to 35°.
Levels in 19F populated by reactions on the isomeric beam

appear shifted by −1.07 MeV relative to ground-state
reactions, hence, the “apparent” qualifier in the angle-
integrated excitation spectrumof Fig. 1. The shift is primarily
the result of the Q-value difference between 18mF(d,p)
(Q ¼ 9.328 MeV) and 18gF(d,p) (Q ¼ 8.207 MeV). In
addition, an ∼50-keV shift arises from differences in the
kinematics between the two reactions. The Q-value reso-
lution was 280-keV FWHM, driven primarily by the target
thickness and the emittance of the secondary beam. The best
fit to the data using known 19F excitation energies [14] is
shown in Fig. 1 by the solid gray line. Details on the peak
assignment are discussed below.
Angle-integrated cross sections were determined from

measured yields for all states identified in Fig. 1. For the
levels that were populated strongly, relative differential
cross sections, dσ/dΩ, and angular distributions were also
derived and are presented in Fig. 2. The center-of-mass
angle θc:m: for each data point in Fig. 2 corresponds to the
average angle covered by one set of position-sensitive Si
detectors and has an uncertainty of ≲0.5°. The upper limits
on yields were determined for weaker states by an increase
of 5% to the best-fit χ2 value to the apparent excitation
spectrum (Fig. 1). The cross section for levels populated by
the isomeric component of the beam were corrected for the
18mF/18gF beam ratio at the HELIOS target.
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Challenges / opportunities
Reactions: often proton adding, He-induced, 
Li-induced reactions ... speaks to gas targets, 
low cross sections, etc.

spectrum is dominated by the 1=2þ states at Eex ¼ 0.84,
6.8, and 10.2 MeV in 27Al [38]. Transfers to other states
(e.g., the 5=2þ ground state in 27Al) are weaker by about 1
order of magnitude.
The 9=2þ state at 3.004 MeV in 27Al was used for beam

normalization. This state is dominantly populated via l ¼ 0
transfer from the ground state (5þ) component of the beam
as shown in Fig. 3(a). The angular distribution was fitted
with the adiabatic distorted-wave approximation (ADWA)
using the TWOFNR code [39] and the finite-range distorted-
wave Born approximation (DWBA) using the PTOLEMY

code [40]. The deuteron bound-state wave function was

described using the Argonne ν18 potential [41], which in the
case of ADWAwas done using the Johnson-Tandy adiabatic
model [42]. The target bound-state form factors were
generated using a Woods-Saxon potential with a spin-orbit
derivative term, defined by r0 ¼ 1.25 fm, a ¼ 0.65 fm,
Vso ¼ 6 MeV, rso0 ¼ 1.1 fm, and aso ¼ 0.65 fm. For the
DWBA calculations, two sets of global optical-model
potentials were explored for the deuterons [43,44] and
similarly for the protons [45,46]. The same proton potentials
were used for the nucleus-nucleon optical potentials in the
ADWA calculations. Variations in the resulting spectro-
scopic factors of less than 10% were seen between the
calculated cross sections using the two models and the
different combinations of optical-model parameters. The fit
to the 3.004 MeV state was normalized so that the spectro-
scopic factor of 0.49(2) of Ref. [24] was reproduced. From
this procedure the total intensity of the 26Alg beam could be
determined. The total intensity of the 26Alm beam was then
obtained using the measured 0.7=0.3 ratio.
Angular distributions for the three transitions to 1=2þ

states at Eex ¼ 0.84, 6.8, and 10.2 MeV in 27Al are shown
by the solid points in Figs. 3(b)–3(d). The uncertainties are
dominated by the beam normalization and background
subtraction. For that a 15% systematic uncertainty was
added linearly to the statistical uncertainties. The distribu-
tions are all forward peaked, confirming that the 0þ

isomeric beam preferentially populates 2s1=2 states in
27Al via l ¼ 0 neutron transfers. The solid lines in
Figs. 3(b)–3(d) are DWBA calculations assuming an
l ¼ 0 transfer, populating 2s1=2 states in 27Al at the

ππ

σ
Ω

θ

10

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) Angular distribution and DWBA and ADWA fits for
the 9=2þ state in 27Al at Eex ¼ 3.004 MeV. The data agree with
the l ¼ 0 transfer from the 5þ ground state component observed
in Ref. [24]. A spectroscopic factor, C2S ¼ 0.49 [24] was used to
obtain the absolute beam normalization of the cross section.
Angular distributions and DWBA calculations for the states in
27Al at (b) Eex ¼ 0.84, (c) Eex ¼ 6.8, and (d) Eex ¼ 10.2 MeV.
These three states are strongly populated by l ¼ 0 neutron
transfers on the isomeric component of the 26Al beam.

FIG. 2. (a) Apparent excitation energy spectrum of 27Al
obtained from the 26Alðd; pÞ reaction at θc:m: ∼ 6°–12°. A smooth
carbon background has been subtracted. The 27Al excitation
energy was calculated using the Q value for the ground state.
Therefore, states populated by the isomer component of the beam
appear shifted down in energy. (b) Data from the 26Algðd; pÞ
reaction in a similar angular range [23] folded with a 120 keV
Gaussian, normalized to the state at 3.004 MeV are shown for
comparison. (c) Apparent excitation energy spectrum of 27Al
from the 26Almðd; pÞ reaction. The spectrum was obtained by
subtracting contributions from the 26Alg beam measured in
Ref. [23].
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Recoil detection: heavy 
beams, higher rates 

Forward angle detection: 

our estimate of the uncertainties from the normalization
and the variations among the different parameter sets.
While the 2þ2 and 3þ1 states could not be resolved, their
relative contributions could be estimated from the widths
of the lower excitations (0.140 MeV FWHM) and the
centroid of the doublet peak, 4.077(.005) MeV. The esti-
mated maximum possible contribution to this doublet from
the 2þ2 state is 23%. This limit is used to derive the

maximum spectroscopic factor for the 2þ2 state and the
allowed range of values for the 3þ1 state consistent with that
limit as given in Table I.
The excitation energies and spectroscopic factors ob-

tained from the LSF wave functions, and from shell-model
calculations using the Warburton-Brown (WBP) interac-
tion [25], also appear in Table I; this interaction was used in
Ref. [3] to reproduce the 2þ1 ! 0þ1 transition data for
several neutron-rich C isotopes. The present data for the
three lowest states in 16C are in good agreement with the
WBP calculations. The estimated values for the 2þ2 and 3þ1
levels are also consistent with shell-model predictions.
The strength of both 0þ states in the ðd; pÞ reaction

indicates that each has a substantial ð1s1=2Þ2 component,
revealing strong mixing between the ð1s1=2Þ2 and ð0d5=2Þ2
configurations. Also, while in 15C the 1=2þ ground
state may be identified with the 1s1=2 configuration, and
the 0.74 MeV 5=2þ state with the 0d5=2 one, in 16C the
ð1s1=2Þ2 configuration is dominant in the excited 0þ level.
This result agrees qualitatively with those of Ref. [11],
although the predicted configuration mixing between the
two 0þ states is less than what is observed. Other calcu-
lations [6,10] give even larger mixing; in Ref. [10] the
ð1s1=2Þ2 is larger in the ground state, and in Ref. [6] the two
configurations carry approximately equal amplitudes. The
observed mixing also conflicts with the conclusions of
Ref. [2] that the ground state is dominantly ð1s1=2Þ2 and
that the first-excited level is largely a single-neutron
(1s1=20d5=2) excitation. Our spectroscopic factor for the
2þ1 excitation agrees with the strongly configuration-mixed
wave functions of the LSF and WBP shell-model analyses.
The measured spectroscopic factors, excitation energies,

and the energies of the 1s1=2 and 0d5=2 levels from 15C
yield matrix elements for the !ðsdÞ2 residual interaction for
two sd-shell neutrons coupled to J" ¼ 0þ. By ignoring
any contributions from the higher lying d3=2 orbital, the
wave functions may be written as j0þ1 i ¼ #ð1s1=2Þ2 þ
$ð0d5=2Þ2 and j0þ2 i ¼ % $ð1s1=2Þ2 þ #ð0d5=2Þ2, where
#2 þ $2 ¼ 1. The two amplitudes # and $ may then be
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FIG. 2 (color online). Angular distributions for different tran-
sitions in 15Cðd; pÞ16C. The curves represent distorted-wave
Born approximation calculations described in the text, using
optical-model parameters from Refs. [27] (solid line), [28]
(dashed line), [29] (dot-dashed line), and [30] (dotted line).
The cross-section uncertainties are statistical and do not reflect
systematic errors in the absolute scale, as described in the text.

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical spectroscopic factors for states in 16C and 15C from the 15Cðd; pÞ16C and 14Cðd; pÞ15C
reactions. The values labeled LSF and WBP correspond to those obtained from Ref. [18] and shell-model calculations with the WBP
interaction described in the text, respectively. Experimental uncertainties are in parentheses.

Nucleus State Eexp (MeV) ELSF (MeV) EWBP (MeV) Sexp SLSF SWBP

16C 0þ1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.60(.13) 1.07 0.60
16C 2þ1 1.766 2.354 2.385 0.52(.12) 0.63 0.58
16C 0þ2 3.027 3.448 3.581 1.40(.31) 0.93 1.34
16C 2þ2 3.986 4.052 4.814 & 0:34a 0.40 0.33
16C 3þ1 4.088 ' ' ' 5.857 0.82–1.06a ' ' ' 0.92
15C 1=2þ 0.000 ' ' ' 0.000 0.88(.18)b ' ' ' 0.98
15C 5=2þ 0.740 ' ' ' 0.380 0.69(.14)b ' ' ' 0.94

aLimiting values, assuming that at most 23% of the 2þ2 =3
þ
1 doublet yield can be attributed to the 2þ2 state.

bExperimental values for 14Cðd; pÞ15C from Ref. [16].
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identification of the light charged particles, which is
technically difficult at low energies. In contrast to the
situation in normal kinematics, the light-particle energy
often varies rapidly with emission angle resulting in many
cases in a reduction of the achievable energy resolution in
the center-of-mass system, and/or multi-valued kinematics
that can be complicated to disentangle. Finally, there may
be significant backgrounds present due to beam scattering,
electrons from the target, radioactive decay products, or
competing reactions from beam or target impurities. All of
these complicate the task of carrying out the measurements.

Many current experiments rely on the detection of the
light charged particle using an array of segmented silicon
detectors, often augmented with other detectors to identify
heavy recoils or detect gamma rays (see, for example [9]).

This paper describes a new approach to studying inverse
reactions using a high-field magnetic solenoid, that has
many advantages. Such an instrument could play a very
useful role in the study of such reactions. The basic concept
was proposed by us previously at various workshops and
conferences [10,11].

2. Conceptual description

A large-bore, uniform-field magnetic solenoid with
B ! 2–5T, used as a particle spectrometer, has many
advantages over large Si-detector arrays. In this technique
the heavy-ion beam is aligned with the magnetic axis of the
solenoid as shown in Fig. 1. The target is inside the field,
and consists of either a foil or a windowed gas cell.
Particles emitted from the target follow helical trajectories
in the magnetic field, and after a single orbit return to the
solenoid axis where they can be detected. Some aspects of
particle transport in a solenoidal spectrometer are dis-
cussed below.

2.1. Charged-particle transport in a solenoid

Fig. 2 illustrates the quantities relevant to the discussion
of the motion of particles in a uniform solenoidal field.

In a homogeneous magnetic field of strength B, a
charged particle of mass m and charge qe performs helical
motion with radius r given by

r ¼
mv?
qeB

(1)

where v? is the velocity of the particle perpendicular to the
field lines. The radius is independent of the longitudinal
velocity, vk. The cyclotron period, i.e. the time for one
orbital motion, is given by

Tcyc ¼
2pr

v?
¼

2p
B

m

qe
. (2)

After one cyclotron period, the particle returns to the axis a
distance z ¼ vkT cyc from the target where it is then
detected. The cyclotron period is independent of all other
factors such as energy or scattering angle. A measurement
of time-of-flight thus yields the mass to charge ratio A=q,
which in most cases identifies the particle (except for
deuterons and doubly charged a particles). Once the
particle has been identified, Eq. (2) provides a precise
value for the cyclotron period. Using this value instead of
the measured value removes the experimental uncertainty
from the estimates of the center-of-mass energy and
scattering angle.
The component of the velocity along the beam axis vk is

given by

vk ¼ V cm þ v0 cos ycm (3)

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 1. Scheme for a solenoidal charged-particle spectrometer.

v0

vlab

Vcm

θcmθlab
z

Fig. 2. The vector diagram showing the velocity of the center-of-mass
system, V cm, the particle velocities v0 and vlab in the center-of-mass and
laboratory frames, as well as their angles ycm and ylab.
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3.2 Active Target Time Projection Chambers

There are many situations where it is necessary to forgo the high resolution and simplicity of the Si-
array mode solenoidal spectrometer. These include: very low-intensity beams (less than approximately
104 particles per second); small-step excitation-function measurements that require many beam energy
changes where it is not possible to retune the linac over a number of small incremental energy changes;
close to 4p solid-angle coverage is desired; and when the reaction of interest has a many-body final
state and it is necessary to measure them all [4]. A time-projection chamber can address many of these
challenges. The AT-TPC developed at NSCL is designed to operate under these conditions [79, 5, 6].

The AT-TPC is a large-volume (250 liters) gas-filled detector. A schematic of the detector volume
is shown in Figure 3.4. The nuclei of the gas molecules act as the target isotopes. This results in an
effective luminosity which can be as much as 100 times greater than can be achieved in a conventional
‘thin’ solid-target experiment. The luminosity is tunable, by adjusting the gas pressure and gas type. It
is this large luminosity that allows direct reactions, with typical cross sections on the order of a few mb,
to be carried out with beams as weak as hundreds of particles per second—a few orders of magnitude
weaker than required for conventional approaches.

J. Bradt et al. Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A 875 (2017) 65–79

Fig. 1. A schematic view of the AT-TPC. The outer shielding volume was made transparent
in this image tomake the details of the inner volumemore visible. Beam enters the detector
through the beam duct at the right-hand side of the image and moves toward the sensor
plane on the left. Some components of the digital electronics are shown mounted on the
downstream end of the detector (see Section 2.4).

2. Detector design

As stated above, the design of the AT-TPC is similar to that of
the half-scale Prototype AT-TPC [3]. The most important differences
between the two detectors are the larger size of the full-scale AT-
TPC, the improved sensor plane design, and the addition of a magnetic
field. These improvements are discussed below along with a general
description of the AT-TPC.

2.1. Overview

The AT-TPC consists of a cylindrical active volume of length 1m
and radius 29.2 cm surrounded by a larger concentric shielding volume
(Fig. 1). The active inner volume is filled with a gas that provides
scattering targets for the reaction and a tracking medium for the charged
particles. The choice of fill gas depends on the experiment since it
must contain the target nucleus of interest, but the detector has been
successfully tested both with pure gases (including hydrogen, helium,
isobutane, and carbon dioxide [7]) and with gas mixtures (including
He + CO2). The gas pressure is adjusted based on the incoming beam
energy and the gas properties to give the desired particle range in
the detector; it may be set to any value up to atmospheric pressure.
The outer shielding volume is filled with an insulating gas such as
nitrogen.

The dimensions of the detector were determined by the available
space inside the large-bore solenoidal magnet in which it is installed.
This magnet, which is capable of producing a field of up to 2T at
the center of its bore, was designed for a medical magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) machine and was moved to the NSCL from TRIUMF
after being used for the TWIST experiment [8]. The AT-TPC is mounted
coaxially on rails in the center of the magnet. The longitudinal magnetic
field bends the trajectories of the emitted charged particles in order
to determine their energies and aid in particle identification. Another
direct benefit is the ability to track particles over longer paths, and
for those that stop in the gas volume, to measure their total range.
This ability is enhanced by the larger size of the full-scale AT-TPC as
compared to the half-scale prototype.

The uniformity of the magnetic field is assured by the AT-TPC’s
central location in the solenoid, far from the fringe field regions. A
calculated map of the axial component of the magnetic field inside the
magnet is shown in Fig. 2. The total variation of the field inside the
active volume of the AT-TPC, as indicated by the white rectangle, is
only 20.42mT, a fluctuation of 1.1% compared to the value of 1.908T
at the center.

Fig. 2. Calculated map of the axial (�) component of the magnetic field within the bore
of the solenoid. The center of the sensor plane is located at the origin. The boundary of
the active volume is indicated with a white rectangle.

A uniform electric field is produced inside the active volume by
applying a potential difference on the order of 104 V between the
cathode located at the upstream end of the cylindrical volume and
the anode at its downstream end. To ensure that the electric field is
uniform, the wall of the active volume is surrounded inside and out by
a field cage consisting of 50 concentric ring-shaped electrodes spaced
19.05mm apart. The inner rings have a radius of 28.1 cm, while the
outer rings have a radius of 31.1 cm. The rings are connected to each
other and to the anode and cathode by a chain of 20M� resistors that
gradually steps down the voltage between each ring, establishing evenly
spaced equipotentials for the electric field. An additional voltage on the
order of 500V is applied to the ring closest to the sensor plane to account
for the distance that the sensor plane projects out from the downstream
end plate.

To check the uniformity of the electric field, an electric field cal-
culation was performed4 using Garfield [9]. As discussed by Suzuki
et al. [3], Garfield is limited to two-dimensional geometries, so the elec-
tric field cage was approximated in two dimensions using a collection of
infinite wires. The result of the calculation is shown in Fig. 3, where the
uniformity of the field in the drift region is apparent. This conclusion
is supported by the lack of visible distortions in recorded tracks, even
when particles travel near the edges of the active volume. Finally, the
region closest to the rings, which will have the least-uniform electric
field, is not seen by the sensor plane since the sensor plane’s diameter
is 1.2 cm smaller than the diameter of the inner field cage rings.

The beam enters the active volume through a 3.6 �m thick, 25.4 mm
diameter aluminized para-aramid window at the cathode end of the
detector and travels through the gas, ionizing it. The ionization electrons
are transported by the electric field from where they are produced to the
anode end of the detector, which is composed of a sensor plane equipped
with a bulk-fabricated [10] Micromegas device [11]. The signals from
the sensor plane are then read out by digital electronics mounted on
the outside of the flange enclosing the active volume. These front-end
electronics boards are connected to the sensor plane via feedthrough
boards that isolate them from the gas volume. The absence of cables
between the sensor plane and the front-end preamplifiers simplifies
the assembly of the electronics and greatly reduces the noise. This is
discussed further in Section 2.4.

2.2. Sensor plane

The sensor plane consists of a circular printed circuit board of radius
27.5 cm covered with 10 240 gold-plated triangular electrodes, or pads.
The pads are arranged in a hexagonal inner region of 6144 small pads
with height 0.5 cm surrounded by an outer region of 4096 large pads
with height 1.0 cm (Fig. 4). The inner region of half-scale pads provides
a finer resolution near the reaction vertex, which will generally occur
near the central axis of the detector. Larger pads are used instead in the
outer region to help keep the total number of channels reasonable.

4 F. Montes, private communication.
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Figure 3.4: A schematic of the AT-TPC from
Ref. [5].

The gas volume is also the tracking medium.
Primary electrons released from the ionization of
the gas are drifted along an electric field and col-
lected on a sensor plane. This plane is equipped
with an electron multiplication device that creates
an avalanche for each of the collected electrons.
The resulting signals are registered on an array of
pads connected to digital electronics. The time
evolution of the signals is recorded, the arrival
time of each primary electron providing the posi-
tion measurement along the drift direction (time
projection chamber operation). The resulting im-
age provides a 3-dimensional snapshot of all the
charged particle trajectories within the active vol-
ume for each event.

The reaction vertex is located within the gas
volume and is determined for each event, from
which the energy of the beam at the time of the reaction can be deduced. This is in stark contrast
with passive targets where the beam energy can only be averaged over the energy loss of the whole
target thickness, often the main limitation in the achievable energy resolution. Therefore, the resolution
achievable with active targets is not only better than with passive targets, but also independent of the
target thickness. In addition, particles with low recoil energies can be detected with very low thresholds
as long as their tracks can be identified outside the vertex region.

Given that the gas slows down the beam, reactions occur at different incident energies along the
length of the detector. This allows for excitation energy functions to be measured in one go, using a
single incident beam energy. Properties such as angular distributions and reaction Q values can be
extracted from the data.

The AT-TPC can be operated both with and without an axial magnetic field. An image from the
recent commissioning of the AT-TPC in a 1.7-T large-bore solenoid is shown in Figure 3.5, along with
the tracks of ions in both the xy- and zy-planes [5]. The field offers two advantages over operation
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Closing comments
• HELIOS is an outstanding instrument for studying direct reactions in 

inverse kinematics 

• ... has a high degree of flexibility 

• ATLAS provides (and will provide ever more) beams that overlap 
exquisitely with astrophysical interests 

• ATLAS + HELIOS have significant potential to address some key questions 
in nuclear astrophysics, both via specific/key measurements and by 
systematic studies 

• We welcome users, and would prosper significantly from high-level 
engagement in HELIOS and a strong astrophysics program
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